Nomination:

Judith Snow

To the Canadian Disability Hall of Fame
Oct. 29, 1949 - May 31, 2015
Being an advocate for inclusion draws
almost exclusively on anger, courage &
righteousness. Being an artist has given me
space to express ambivalence, awe,
playfulness, fear and,
most of all, love.

Judith Snow
OCTOBER 29, 1949 - MAY 31, 2015

They said…
…she will never walk
…she will die before she is 6
…she will always live with
her parents
…there is no point in her
going to school
…You will never have any
friends
…Your kind belongs in Chronic
Care
…You don’t understand
how it works
…This isn’t art
They were right…

I never learned to walk.

Submitted by: Bill Worrell (b_worrell@hotmail.com) & Jack Pearpoint (jack@inclusion.com)
There are four components to this submission.
1.
This Nomination Summary
2.
The Wonderful Life of Judith Snow: TASH Journal Tribute honouring Judith’s contributions
		Jay Klein & Jack Pearpoint - a must read
3.
A compilation of support letters from around the globe
4.
A website honouring Judith Snow as a Change Maker.
https://inclusion.com/inclusion-resources/change-makers/judith-snow-writing-videos/
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Nominating the Remarkable Judith Snow
Judith Snow A remarkable leader, philosopher, teacher, artist, creator. Without
Judith’s pioneering leadership, we would not have the Joshua Committee, the Circle of Friends, innovative housing options, international leadership on the concept
of Giftedness - and much more. She was the first person to battle for Independent
Funding for a person living with complex disabilities – although Judith didn’t believe in disability – just Giftedness and Capacity…
Summarizing Judith’s remarkable life is a challenge, so in addition to these notes,
we asked a few friends and colleagues to help us with letters. They are attached are
honour Judith’s remarkable global impact.
“When Judith told the story of her life, it was transformational. She had the
gift of speech and the ability to communicate with a wide range of people.
She was a visionary.”

Doris McWhorter, Director of the Education Research and Evaluation Strategy Branch at
Ontario’s Ministry of Education.

The future of social care hinges on a key insight, that the late Canadian
artist, citizen and wayfinder, Judith Snow, shared: “ Inclusion is about willingness to take a unique difference and develop it as a gift to others. It is not
about disability.”
Cormac Russell, Nurture Development, Ireland, UK

Cormac Russell@CormacRussell

Judith Snow has been a pioneer in creating visibility and liberation for people who
are assigned disability labels. Her visibility is global in the ‘disability sector’, so if
one searches for headlines and column inches, the public ‘coverage’ is limited. This
is because the acknowledgement of people with disabilities was almost non existent
when Judith began leading. People with disabilities were still largely considered to
be ‘non-human’ and wards of the state to be institutionalized and forgotten. The
battles for ‘deinstitutionalization’ were lively, but in the wisdom of the time, with
the best intentions, it really meant moving into ‘mini-institutions’ – group homes.
Judith was decades ahead of her time - inventing the future options that have
gradually become the aspirational norm.
Thus, when Judith graduated from York University in 1977, she also lost her stuJudith Snow Nomination									

dent subsidy. Since she could no longer live with her parents, she was ‘transferred’
to West Park Lodge – a nursing home with a dying, aging roommate. Meanwhile,
she created the first support centre for handicapped students at York University
– an unpaid creation, which reflected the level of commitment to the issues of disability. It is a remarkable story, but essentially, Judith decided she would not die in
the nursing home and ‘left’. She had no housing, no income, no attendant care (24
hour support was essential). In desperation, friends gathered with her and invented (or re-invented) a Circle of Friends who allied to keep her alive and contributing because they valued her brilliance and her life. This did not happen overnight,
but Judith survived. She dubbed her friends “the Joshua Committee” because they
knocked down walls.
The story of the Joshua Committee (Circle of Friends) has become the cornerstone
of support systems for people with (and without) disabilities throughout North
America, England, Scotland, Wales, Holland, Germany, Australia, New Zealand,
and a growing list of liberators around the world. (See: Now in One Book: From
Behind the Piano and What’s Really Worth Doing?)
Following her ‘escape’ from West Park Nursing home in 1978, she led a remarkable
life of contribution. Thinker, speaker, advisor, coach, leader, traveller, artist. Judith led a full life. If she heard ‘you can’t, it became a challenge to ‘just do it’ - and
she did – over and over and over again. By her speaking and her example, she was
(and still is) the inspiration to thousands of families all over the world – that their
children need not be institutionalized – and can lead full and contributing lives in
the community. Judith did it – ‘and so can we’.
There are many wonderful Judith quotes. This one captures her life mission.
“People must see that disability does not have to be fixed or cured, but
accepted and challenged. The individual must be welcomed, celebrated,
listened to, and supported in every environment to develop every talent
that he or she potentially has, just as ordinary people are. Her/his contributions must be facilitated and used for the betterment of the wider
group. In short, every citizen must be an ordinary citizen.”
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Author and co-Author
o
o
o
o
o

From Behind the Piano & What’s Really Worth Doing
Who’s Drawing the Lines?
Great Questions: Writings of Judith Snow
Judith Snow Challenge Poster Co-author: MAPS & PATH Workbook
The Book of Judith – Michael Rubinfeld
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Hanging with Mother Theresa – 1982

The Joshua Committee –
a portrait by Martha Perske

Judith Snow
Sandy Gray, Peter Dill, Jack Pearpoint,
Marsha Forest, Peter Clutterbuck
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McGill Summer
Institute Faculty
early 1990’s

Toronto Summer Institutes
Judith Snow, Jack Pearpoint, Lynda Kahn & friends

John McKnight, John O’Brien, Jack Pearpoint, Marsha Forest, Judith Snow
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Adventurer
Canoeing & Rock Wall Climbing (on a cruise)
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Judith Snow – Artist
Royal Ontario Museum exhibit
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KEY movies and Videos
(Links to these videos and articles are found on this web page)

https://inclusion.com/inclusion-resources/change-makers/judith-snow-writing-videos/

o Judith Snow: A STORY – A 1.36 minute video by Judith – her story
o Judith Snow: A POEM – A 1 minute video poem by Judith
o Judith Snow: ARTIST – A 2.40 minute video by Judith about being an
artist. These 3 videos above were created by the Royal Ontario Museum as
part of a display when Judith was an ‘exhibit’ with her art at the ROM for
over six months.
o Judith Snow: Not One of the Crowd – 1981 – TVO
o Judith Snow: How I Live – 1982 – TVO
o Judith Snow: – on Dreaming – 8 minutes

Articles/writings

•
Judith Snow.On Dreaming. MAPS & PATH WORKBOOK the transcript of Judith’s video ‘On Dreaming’ which is included in the MAPS &
PATH Workbook
•
Creating What I Know About Community
•
A Short Story – Judith Snow
•
Following the Right Star Home.Snow.1997
•
Judith Snow. Personal Assistance.What it is & What it is Not
•
Notes on Gifts & Assets.1996
•
Snow. Nancy B. Right to Die
•
The Power in Vulnerability
•
The BMX Model of Inclusion
•
Beyond Needs.1999
•
Judith.Snow. 10 Years of Trying.70-80+
•
Learning Together booklet.1993.UK
•
Enchantment for Inclusion.Learning Together.1993.UK
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•
•
•
•

Snow.In the Spirit of Inclusion.Dec.91
Judith.Snow.Bradwin Address.FC..Oct.22.1988
Joshua Committee Model. Marsha Forest & Judith Snow
Stalking the Bureaaucracy in a Wheelchair.by M
Webber.
•
Judith.Snow.Wonderful Life.TASH Journal
•
Jack.Tribute.Judith Snow.emissary.obit
•
Two Eulogies: Dani & Scott.2002
•
The Quiet Voice
•
A Book in Progress – 2001
•
Thoughts on Landmark.2001
•
On Resilience.1999
•
International Association of Inclusive Citizenship. 2003
•
Where do I go from Here?1999
•
Thinking about McConnell.2000
Judith’s Condition: (Judith insisted there was no such thing as disability.
Disability was in people’s attitudes plus physical/design barriers in society).
Regrettably, it is also important to acknowledge that Judith lived with a
complex disability. She was the subject of (now) illegal medical experiments, and she was quadriplegic all her life. For many years she had some
use of her right thumb, and later managed her life through sip and puff
technology – driving her wheelchair and typing at nearly 60 words a minute. Her major medical label was spinal muscular atrophy.

For a fuller exploration of Judith’s work:
https://inclusion.com/inclusion-resources/change-makers/judith-snow-writing-videos/
Note: All videos and articles listed above are ‘live links’ on the web this
website. We highly recommend the first three videos (total 5 minutes)
which were made by the Royal Ontario Museum with and for Judith - and
their exhibit.
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